As the region’s largest living classroom, Philadelphia Zoo takes great pride in creating connections with people and wildlife.

The Zoo is temporarily closed, but we’ll always be dedicated to connecting our audiences with the wonders of wildlife.

Check out the following resources to get an at-home experience like no other — a lot of learning, tons of fun, and just a little wild!

• Get a behind-the-scenes look at Zoo life with Philly Zoo @ 2 — on Facebook every weekday at 2:00PM EST!
• Check out philadelphiazoo.org/learn for science curriculum-based activities that will enhance your online learning experience
• For a truly personal experience, connect directly with Zoo experts through the science@phillyzoo program! This is the perfect opportunity for young students who need to know everything about science, animals, and conservation.

By connecting people with animals, PHILADELPHIA ZOO creates joyful discovery and inspires action for wildlife and habitats.